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Address Nachtmann GmbH 
Factory Weiden 
Dr.-Kilian-Str. 1 
92637 Weiden  

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
It is the right cut which first permits the brilliance of lead crystal to fully shine through, breaking and clearly reflecting the light. Our designers need
extensive expertise and a flair for the material to make targeted use of the light effects of cut glass. The glass takes on exceptional quality and beauty
through the dynamic light reflexes, coloring and form. This is the only way we can earn our reputation as the epitome of high-quality, traditional crystal
in modern form and exceptional variety every day anew

Fine lead crystal is a classic in the area of prizes / advertising novelties. It is a timelessly beautiful gift for her or him and brings joy to any age group
through its value and versatility. In addition to its existing large selection of advertising novelties, Nachtmann will surprise you every six months with
new items. Further more we offer many options for customizing our crystal
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